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Important additional control measures!
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iLA activve kits / iLA activve iLA kit

WARNING

The following procedure for visual AND leak testing of the DP3 pump head
MUST be performed prior to each use of the patient kit.
Non-observance of this procedure can lead to serious injury or even
death of the patient!
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Please note:
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1. Visual inspection of DP3 Pump Head:
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Please check the bonding of the DP3 pump head before using the patient kit.
If the adhesive area of the housing connection is milky-cloudy, do NOT use the patient kit!
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Milky-cloudy discoloration of the
adhesive area:

Proper bonding:
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2. Leak test DP3 Pump Head:
Supplement to the Instructions for Use, section Preparation/Priming/De-airing:
Proceed to the last step in the section Preparing/Priming/De-airing,
then proceed as follows:
1.

Check that the patient kit is free of air. If necessary remove residual air from the
system by tapping and performing additional priming.

2.

Crosswise clamp the tubing segment between the DP3
pump head and the oxygenator using two clamps
(Cross Clamping).

3.

Increase the speed up to 9000 rpm.

4.
5.

Note: Due to the pressure build-up, relatively strong vibrations can occur.

Check the pump head for leaks for approx. 60 seconds.
If a leak is identified on the DP3 pump head, do NOT use the patient kit!
If no leak is identified, decrease the speed to 0 rpm or 2000 rpm (depending on the
information in the Instructions for Use) and open the clamps.
The patient kit can be used.

You can now proceed with the preparation process as described in the Instructions for Use of
the respective patient kit.
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